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New Hampshire Coastal Marine Natural Resources and Environment Commission 
9:00 to 10:30am 
January 31, 2022 

NH Coastal Program Office 
222 International Drive, Suite 175 

Directions: https://www.granitestatecleancities.nh.gov/get-
involved/documents/meeting-directions-20181221.pdf 

 
Meeting Summary: 

1. Welcome and introductions (roll call) 
a. Present: Erik Chapman, Jennifer Dijkstra, Brian Gennaco, David Watters, 

Steve Couture, Michael Edgar, JD Barnardy, Katiemae White (School of 
Marine Science, notes) 

 
b. Not Present: Sabrina Stanwood, Erik Anderson, William Gannon, Melissa 

Paly, Judith Spang, Brianna Group, Jay Baker, Tracy Emerick, Mark Godfroy, 
Jason Janvrin 

 
2. Review notes from last meeting 

a. Approval delayed to next meeting 

 

3. Legislative Updates: Senator Watters 
o Bill on septic issues not yet scheduled for hearing 
o Off-shore wind is accelerating, plan approved for Vineyard Wind 

 Biden committed to 30 Gigawatts of offshore wind by 2030 
 Gulf of Maine Taskforce will meet in March or April, waiting on details 

• Work underway lead by Dep. Commissioner Sanborn to do 
required site evaluation and stakeholder involvement 

• Draft of NH Offshore Wind Engagement Initiative 
o “Rather elaborate” 

• Sen. Watters wrote a letter to the congressional delegation 
asking for 3 things 

o Taskforce to meet and discuss commercial development 
areas as quickly as possible 

o Clarify timeline here (not later than 3rd quarter 2024) 
o Environmental concerns 

 Senate bill 268 
• Ensure state declares consistencies, allows declaration of 

environmental and economic interests out to 200 miles from 
coast 

• IDs coastal fund as place to receive mitigation and other funds 
that might come forth and how to determine use 

https://www.granitestatecleancities.nh.gov/get-involved/documents/meeting-directions-20181221.pdf
https://www.granitestatecleancities.nh.gov/get-involved/documents/meeting-directions-20181221.pdf
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• Important to have as state statute 
• Gives a way for NH fisheries and environmental interests to be 

involved 
• Steve: We’ve been talking about this for several years. It is 

critical for federal consistency, even outside state waters in 
federal waters that things can impact state interests 

o Gives NH a bite of the apple when things move forward 
o Working closely with stakeholders 
o Making sure that if there are impacts, we can accept 

mitigation 
• Sen. Watters: Maybe next year this commission may be more 

actively involved in determining the impacts 
 Lot of interest in developing aquaculture! 

o Erik: I encourage everyone to take a good look at the bill and appreciate the 
community engagement process 

o Sen. Watters: A lot to come out of this in terms of mapping 
 Working on Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Kingdom 

of Denmark for guidance on environmental and fisheries issues in 
regard to wind. They have signed one with VA already. Might be ready 
by March 7th meeting of Offshore Wind Commission in Concord. They 
offer technical expertise. 

 Erik: Is it a positive experience and lessons learned? 
 Sen. Watters: Yes, they have a lot of experience and investment. Most 

are not floating, although Scotland is developing one.  
 Steve: The amount of investment in floating wind projects is 

continuous: Japan, Spain, etc. It’s continuing to get scaled up and by 
the time it comes to NH the technology will be a lot further on 

 Sen. Watters: The State of ME has an agreement with techs developing 
floating. All off West Coast will be floating, as well Gulf of ME 

 Required to work with ME and MA as well, Sen. Watters letter is to 
ensure that ME’s research array doesn’t pre-empt MA and NH plans. 
MA has more oomph behind it (after failure of getting energy lines 
down from ME). A lot of interest to meet goals. 

 Jenn: How far off-shore? 
 Sen. Watters: Many miles. Research array is 50-80 miles off-shore, NH 

would see at least 10-20 miles, Steve agrees 
• Want to go where the good resources are. Gives more 

flexibility to avoid bird corridors and fishing 
o Steve: Lease location is 44 miles from Portland, 23 Miles from Mohegan 

Island. Unsure when deployment: 2025-2026? TBD really.  
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o Sen. Watters: Fall of 2023 for lease auction may be too soon but maybe 2024, 
then a few years to review environmental and impacts, then further out. 26, 
27 to start building, but once they get approval it goes fast. 

o Erik: Will the research array in ME be small? Sen. Watters, well it could be 
leveraged bigger 

o Other thoughts? 
o Sen. Watters: A sticking point on divers being allowed to take up gear that 

was abandoned, the other half of that might be that they would seek funding 
from a specific source and that caused push back 

o Mike: 10-year plan as proposed, section of NH State Pier being rehabilitated, 
hopefully continue to go through 
 Ought to do everything we can to increase the capability of the pier, it 

could be improved and expanded, and we ought to do everything we 
can to do that. 

 Map that shows some of the sections 
 Steve: Has it been looked into and trying to find funds? 
 Mike: Yes, we need some additional support as well to bring it 

maximum capability for the future 
 Erik: Related to dredging to widen/deepen channel? 
 Mike: Yes, also separate and ongoing  

 

4. Funding Updates 

o Steve: Federal infrastructure plans made but Congress has to approve those 
plans and we won’t get guidance on those until April; Office of Management 
and Budget says no moving forward until then 
 Good news is there will be some additional capacity building funding 

– at least one staff person for 5 years 
 Competitive proposals to put in as well, just against other coastal 

programs 
• #1 focus – tidal crossings, good list, good discussion of working 

with DOT 
o DOT not familiar with funding with all outside sourcing 

• #2 Hampton Seabrook estuary project 
o Saltmarsh restoration and monitoring, possibly some 

community 
 No matching required, up to $5mil asks 
 Other funding coming in also seeing upticks 

• Continue to get organized and maximize use 
 Mike: DOT going to brief Public Works Committee on resiliency funds 

and other opportunities available on Thurs morning 
 DOT has been great partners so far 
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o Brian: Restorative aquaculture money has been renewed. Hoping to see more 
in the future, not just buying oysters to put on reefs but also other 
opportunities. 
 Erik: What other kind of projects to see? 
 Brian: Oyster farms measuring nitrogen, involving communities in 

monitoring water quality 
 Sen. Watters: Would that fit under what the Great Bay communities 

are required to do to mitigate nitrogen? 
 Brian: I think so 
 Steve: Cape Cod does have that in relation to their agreement with the 

EPA 
 Brian’s working with a farmer in that Cape Project 
 Sen. Watters: Is there a way to put oyster growers in contact with 

Great Bay coalition members? 
• Brian’s on the committee, they are connected already 

 Sen. Watters: If this could leverage more willingness to open up more 
areas that would be good 

• Brian: Dover is more forward thinking there. Benefit is 
leveraging town for access to water and sites. In MA it’s the 
towns that promote that, rather than the farmer and it changes 
the dynamic and permitting easier. 

 Steve: That may provide resources to maximize footprints for what 
can already be used. Opening areas aren’t really related to demand, it 
is related to environmental balance. The only issue is that the 
demarcation of Great Bay is where commercial is not allowed within 
boundaries. What we are seeing now is that there is not much left to 
be picked, not a lot of space out there. 

 Brian: NH rules are old and developed before the industry was 
established. You can’t make any money on experimental locations. A 
lot of barriers to following best practices and getting established. 
Delicate balance to go forward. Have we hit social saturation for now 
with how many oyster fisheries there are? 

 Sen. Watters: Steve, do we need to update rules, and do we need 
Congress to do it? 

 Steve: Yes update, but we don’t need legislature involvement at this 
point. 

 Brian: Rich homeowners and lawyers are a big barrier in municipal 
planning. 

 Erik: Are there standards out of Cape Cod for the nitrogen removed? 
 Brian: They just at credited for the nitrogen that the oysters 

themselves remove from the water, not the algae and other ways the 
nitrogen is impacted by the farms. 
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 Erik: Could you use that data, or would you need your own? 
 Brian: They grow differently here, so we would need our own data 

 

5. Steve Jones Presentation 

o Erik introduces: Associate Director, NH Sea Grant. Sharing about some 
projects NHSG is funding. Steve is very informal. 

o Steve J: What we are funding now, what active scientists are working on in 
NH 

o 2-year cycle for projects, reviewed by external researchers 
o 6 people: statewide, new and returning people 

 Sherman Bigornia 
• Looking at evaluating nutritional education programs 

regarding fish and Hispanic adults, in NH and MA, enhancing 
fish consumption 

 Celia Chen 
• PFAS, looking at Pease, what happens in marine ecosystems 

with bioaccumulation 
 Elizabeth Fairchild 

• Lumpfish mapping 
 Cynthia Hays 

• Keene, expert in genetics of eelgrass, eel grass reproduction 
and diversity in Great Bay 

 Chris Neefus 
• Seaweed aquaculture, focusing here on nori – can you use kelp 

infrastructure in off-season to grow nori in summer? Aquafort 
off New Castle 

 Cheryl Whistler 
• Pathogens present in oysters and how to manage and create 

contingencies will inform policy 
o Expected Aquaculture supplement 

 National Sea Grant program has extra funding – 50% of our funding of 
aquaculture matched 

 3 more projects in consideration and those would fall under that as 
well 

o Development Funding Projects: 2020-21 
 Smaller, shorter-term funding for meetings, for start-up project 

o New project started in October: Contaminants of Emerging Concern 
 The goal of the project is to define the strategic role of National Sea 

Grant in the emerging concern research 
 3-year project - $850k 
 Ongoing 
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 Contaminants in question 
• PFAS, microplastic, nanomaterials, neonicotinoids and other 

modern pesticides, harmful algal blooms, etc. 
 Objectives 

1. identify strategic national role/framework for Sea Grant on the 
broad topic 

2. design and manage regional competition aligned with the role 
Identified above 

Discussion: 

 Sen. Watters: I’m always impressed by how much Sea Grant is doing. 
Really interesting to see the emerging concerns match what we are 
doing around here! Is there anybody who is doing survey/research 
with local fisherman to see if they are interested in transforming what 
they are currently doing in response to changing ecosystem and larger 
anxieties? 

• Erik: Yes, there have been formal surveys. You’ll get different 
responses in surveys vs in person. 10 years ago, aquaculture 
was a non-starter, but now more and more are a little curious, 
interested in learning more about it. They are seeing that 
around us there is growing industry to the north and south. 
Still some hesitation to take the dive. What we are interested in 
is doing a better job of understanding what the opportunities 
are and what smaller steps could be. Fisherman are going to 
ask the hard questions. 

• Sen. Watters: Follow-up questions. If they have a lot of money 
invested, and we don’t know how transferable that is, do other 
states have funding opportunities to buy new equipment/help 
them with the transition to new industry? 

• Brian: Cod Academy, we would pay for cages and have 
equipment that they needed but they would have to pay for 
feed and a few other things. Fishermen went through the 
program to retrain, they had to have $100k to bring to the 
program and then maintain the project. But it never came to 
fruition, they didn’t move forward. 

• Steve J: ME state funded aquaculture association is a model 

• Sen. Watters: If we get lots of mitigation money from off-shore 
how do we put that towards aquaculture? 

• Brian: There are groups out there, industry is growing itself, 
rather than outside. MA does have grants for equipment. 
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• Steve J: Permitting is a hurdle that continues to development 

• Erik: That's a great question and something we need to learn 
more about. There are more options, small scale, for growing 
kelp, shellfish, etc. There will need to be support in terms of 
providing money, training, and support in learning curve. 
Fishermen are smart but they also have been pretty successful 
in lobster. We did just do a study over last 10 years, we are 
much more dependent on lobster than 10 years ago, but this is 
a species that is very impacted by changing water. This is the 
time to diversify. Talk to the fisherman to determine interest in 
where to go. 

o Erik: The take home: we are a resource for you to move research forward. 
Dependent on people like this commission bringing projects and people to 
our resources. Continue to connect and talk to us and figure out how our 
investments can work or the state. 

 

6. Other Announcements 

o No other announcements 

 

7. Public Comment 

o No public comment 

 
Meeting adjourned 10:25 a.m. 
 
Next meeting TBA 
 
Meeting notes recorded by Katiemae White, School of Marine Science, and submitted by 
Diane DeVries, NH Sea Grant. 
 


